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and every rank of life ; but it is a lesson I and any fire that is in the room, as the heat rectlistof theflour mills in Gennessee county,
of never ending presence which the heart of the fire w:n
will draw the infectious vapours in which enables him to detect all impositions
can feel and acknowledge, and needs not ex that direction, and much danger would arise of this character.
Bost. Gaz.
,nietes;
'Xe^oiirti
ample to teach it how to venerate.
from breathing in it.
JAMES K. REMÏCH,
Can there be a being so vile and odious, so
A Frenchman was examined at the May
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
dead to nature’s impulse, who in return for
or’s Office at New-Orleans, on the 10th ulL
BOILING MILK.
Such constant care and unvarying kindness
Perhaps it is not so generally known as it charged with having avowed his intention of
can willingly or heedlessly wound the heart ought to be, that the boiling of milk before taking the life of the French Consul, and
UWS OP
PriLsf datt’
that cherished him, and forsake the lonely itis set away for the cream to rise, will with forming a project to defraud the Insur
W ACT to change the names of certain
one, who nursed and sheltered him ; who completely divest it, and of course the but ance Companies at that place, by destroying
talicoes;
persons.
can madly sever the sweetest bonds of hu ter made therefrom, of the very unpleasant vessels at sea, &c. The effects of the culprit
8wise t
I
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
foslins- 1 "enc’UJ
man union; and bring down the grey hairs flavor arising from the cows having fed up were taken possession of, & among them were
Itfiresentdiives, in Legislature assembled,
of his parents with sorrow to the grave ; on garlicky pastures; the boiling ought to be found an air gun, in the guise of a walking
Cambrics •
fhat Ezra Brewster, of Bangor, in the Coun
who can leave them in thteir old age to soli continued for at least half an hour. This cane, by means of which a person might be
ty of Penobscot, shall be allowed to take the
tude and poverty, while he wantons in the dairy secret, if it be one, I have learned from destroyed in silence and withoutexciting sus
Lie of Ezra Starkweather Brewster ; That
pride of undeserved prosperity ?
J-bedee Snell Reynolds, of Lewiston, in the
a female friend, who has been in the habit of picion ; a rifle of singular construction, so as
If there be, why, let them abjure the name availing herself of it for some years past.
to fire twelve shots in quick succession, with
Lmtv of Lincoln, shall be allowed to take
of man, and herd with the beasts that perish,
out any intermediate delay for loading; sev
ihe name of Charles Reynolds ; That War-----Am. Farmer.
or let him feel to distraction that worst of
L Vinton, of Bath, in the county of Lincoln,
A man of family.—A man offered as eral kinds of powder, fulminating, &c.; a
Lu be allowed to take the name of Joseph
human miseries,
bail for another in New-York, being asked quantity of drugs, some poisonous ; counter
Phid & Greeny
Vinton ; That Thomas Smith, of
“ How sharper than a serpent’s tooth it J i
the ordinary question by the Magistrate, feit notes of the Newark Bank; about a
d(;gr’d Silks. ’Msneifc i Warren
Hiram, in the county of Oxford, shall be al
To have a thankless child.”
“ Are you a man of family ?” replied—“ I dozen superb girdles, set with precious
ahkm, Cantor
lowed ’to take the name of Thomas Irish
guess you’d think so if you’d go home with stones ; a variety of fine pearls, &c. for la
Lith ; That Solomon Haskell, of Portland,
me, I am living with my second wife, and dies’ ornaments. The French Consul be
rest do ;
THE
NONDESCRIPT
—
a
sea
bull
.
tn the county of Cumberland, shall be allow
have nineteen children.
lieved the prisoner had robbed a jeweller in
An Irishman, who served on brard a manauze Tails; G
j ed to take the name of Lewellyn Solomon
Paris of 150,000 francs, that what they had
of-war
in
the
capacity
of
a
waiter,
was
Haskell ; That Jefferson Ingalls, of DenCauses of various revolutions and fash now ir possession, (the value of §2000), and
selected
by
one
of
the
officer^
to
haul
in
> L^en Cambric
1 mark, in the county of Oxford; shall be al
a tow-line, of considerable length, that was ions.—The Infanta Isabella, wife of Arch §5000 recovered from him in Havana, was
wk Horse Skin G|0 S lowed to take the name of George Ingalls ;
towing over the taffrail. After rowsing-in duke Alberti, vowed, before the siege of Os all that remained. He said that at the age
ZpfodKit|T' That Thomas Ramsdell, of Hallowell, m the
Lntv of Kennebec, shall be allowed to take
forty or fifty fathoms, which had put his pa tend in 1601, never to change the garments of 16, hehad been condemned to the gallies
gSme
of
George
Ramsdell
;
That
Wil

M Bandanna Hdkfs ■
tience severely to proof, as Well as every she then wore until the place surrendered : in France, for life, but had contrived to es
Spool Cotton.
. liam Springer, the third, of Hallowell, afore
muscle of his arms, he muttered to himself, it held out three years and 78 days, during cape that, as well as four subsequent con
-ords, Gimps/Bra^o,. said, shall be allowed to take the name of
“ By my soul, it’s long as to-day and to-mor which she adhered to her resolution. In demnations. He had been concerned in in
William Nelson Springer, ; That John Nor
row !—It’s a good week’s work for any five in this period her linen particularly that next troducing slaves from Havana, in the sehr.
k^aMeÍGarni*iÍ' wood, of Camden, in the county of Lincoln,
the ship !—Bad luck to the arm or leg, it’ll to her body, became changed trom white to Fell’s Point, and had turned state’s evi
LOVE.
Table Linen •
■ shall be allowed to take the name of John If there MATERNAL
me at last !—.What ! more of it yet '— yellow, and although the latter colour was dence.
is one mortal feeling free from lave
1
Winslow Kent Norwood ; 1 hat William
^Diaper;
Och,
murder ! the sa’s mighty deep, to be before held in great contempt, it from this
Larrabee of Strong, in the County of Somer the impurities of earthly frailty, that tells ’
The coarse vulgarity, disregard of truth,
sure!
”
when after continuing in a similar circumstance became very fashionable un
set shall be allowed to take the name of us in its slightest breathings of its celestial !
der the name of “ Isabella.” The close and disgusting ribaldry which distinguish the
strain,
and
conceiving
there
was
little
prob

William Clark Larrabee ; That William origin, it is that of a mother’s love—a moth- 5
ability of the completion of his labour, he crops of the reign of Frhncis I. of France paper (Telegraph) printed at Washington,
a Sheetings and ShiriJ Robinson of Gardiner, in the county of Ken er’s chaste, overwhelming, and everlasting :stopped suddenly short, and addressing the were occasioned by a wound received in his under the auspices of Mr. Calhoun and Mr.
nebec shall be allowed to take the name of love for her children.
head, which obliged him to have his hair Randolph, have, in a few months, put it
William Shaw Robinson ; and that Mary
The name of a mother is our childhood’s 'officer of the watch, exclaimed, “ Bad man
s, Checks and Stri». 1 Eleanor Read, of Bath, in the County of Lin- talisman, our refuge and our safe guard in 1ners to me, sir, if I dont think somebody’s cut off. The beautiful hair of Lewis XIV. nearly out of the pale of consideration. It
when a child, introduced perukes with flow follows the footsteps of its patrons, they and
P Yarns ;
offthe other end of itP
H coin, shall be allowed to take the name of all our mimic misery ; ’tis the first half for- cut
'
ing curls ; and the enormous wigs which it are sinking in the slough of despond.
N ! Maiw Tyler ; and said persons shall, in fu- med word that falls from the babbling
succeeded were invented to cover an ine They will soon be altogether lost to the pub
¡tther, and Denmark Sli ture^be respectively known and called by tongue, the first idea that dawns on the open
A CAT STORY.
quality in the shoulder of the Dauphin. The lic eye.
Philad. Press.
the names allowed to each, as aforesaid ; and ing mind ; the first, the fondest, and the most
The last number of the Lockport Observa ruff was introduced to conceal a scar in the
the same shall be considered as their only
lasting tie in which affection can bind the tory contains a very clever cat story, or rat neck of Francis II. Perhaps the variations
The charter of the Concord, N. H. Bank,
Framed rLcooking
”. Ghsjj1 . fEovedby the Govn’r, March 2 , 1826.] heart of mhn ’
story, or both, which adds a new chapter to in the fashions of the present day between Samuel Sparhawk, Cashier, will expire by
ie.
It is not a feeling of yesterday or to-day ; the curious and peculiar history of the feline loose trowsers and tight pantaloons or its own limitation on the first day of July next.
complete assortmentoj
it is from the beginning the same, and un race. A gentleman ot that village, on enter breeches, for dress, may be attributed to the All bills not presented for payment on or
STATE OF MAINE.
changeable ; it owes not its being' to this ing his stable a few days since perceived a defect or malformation of the legs of the before that day, will be lost to the holders.
ockery. Hard,
STS
world, or the things in this world, but is in large rat, snugly located in a boje containing traders of the ton at the moment.
small quantity of grain ; and his ratship,
JW SENATE, March 2,1826.
'w Ware.
dependent and self-existent, enduring while awhose
full habit bore strong testimony to the
AGRICVVTVKAL.
The following abstract of the Returns of one pulse of life animates the breast that
A solicitor, who was remarkable for the
iLSO....
the Selectmen of the several towns and the fosters it ; and if there be any thing of mor general excellence of his cheer, was so entire length and sharpness of his nose, once told
absorbed in discussing the matter before
see Flour, ; assessors of Plantations within this State, tality which survives the grave, surely its ly
him, that he was wholly unaware of the pres a lady that if she did hot immediately settle
made to the office of the Secretary of State best and noblest passion will never perish ?
ence of a spectator. The latter cautiously a matter in dispute, he would file a bill ain compliance with an act of the last Legis
Oh! it is a pure and holy emanation of approached the spot, and ere one could say gainst her. ‘4 Indeed, Sir,” said the lady,
lature entitled “ an act in addition to an act, Heaven’s mercy, implanted in the heart of Jack Robinson, closed the lid of the box ; “ there is no necessity for you tofie your bill
to provide for the education of youth,” was woman for the dearest and wisest purposes, returning to his house for a cat, to whom he for it is sharp enough Already.”
reported by the committee on Literature and to be at once her truest and most sacre^ determined to commit all further dealings
Literary Institutions, on the 2d March 1826, pleasure, and the safety and the blessing of with the visitant of the granary. It is need
GOOD.
At a recent parliamentary dinner, Mr.
to the Legislature and ordered to be printed her offspring.
less to say that his ratship, who was not ac
inali the Newspapers which publish the
’Tis no selfish passion, depending for its customed to being disturbed at table, and Plunkett Was asked if Mr. Hume did not an
Building, owr ikPn' Laws of the State, and the publishers of said permanency on the reciprocation of advanta like all good people, wanted light to eat by, noy him by his broad speeches. “ No.”
'DEBUNK., ;
Newspapers are hereby requested to copy ges ; but in its sincerity, it casteth out itself thought his treatment altogether uncivil ; replied he, “ it is the length of the speeches, New and valuable aftiilicaiion toEruit Trees.
not their breadth that we complain of in the
We have been assured by a gentleman
same without further invitation.
and centres but in the happiness of its object ; and justly offended at his host, was about to House.
>Y informs his friend \ the NATH
-----retire in dudgeon, when he found that all re- .
I who has experienced its effects, that potash
’L LOW, SeBy of the Senate.
and,
when
the
welfare
of
that
object
is
at
c generally, that,
A barrister observed to a learned brother dissolvedin water, makesan excellent wash
treat
was
cut
off
aO
that
h'-s
foraging
excur

stake, it putteth aw ;y fear, and knoweth sions had come to á crisis. Determined not in Court, the other morning, that he thought
lew-York, wherehelii
ABSTRACT.
xnot weariness. It is not excited by form of
T .“You for fruit trees. The proportions, which our
Fashions and Systen \
to submit without a struggle, he tried the his whiskers were v<reryunprofessional
feature,
but rather, by a happy perversion strength of his prison and endeavoured to are right,” replied his friend “ a lawyer' can- informant recommends, are one pound of
COUNTY OF Y^ORK.
I
tting, whereby be h i
potash to three pints of rain water. The
its out of less cloth tba i School Districts, 297 ; Childrenbetween <of perception, embties all things with imagi storm it at all points, but in vain ; and final not be too barefaced.”
wash to be applied by a swab to the trunk
beauty. It watches over nur helpless ly couched fiimself in a corner to wait the
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 20,810 ; Chil- nary
i
for elegance of fitcai
and limbs of the tree the latter part of May,
TASTE.
his State.
I LI dren who usually attend School, 14 602; infancy, with the ceaseless benignity of a further operations of the enemy.
or beginning of June, and soon after pruning.
The gentleman having brought Grimalkin
Population in 1820, 46,283 ; Probable annu guardian angel, anticipates every childish
“We are by no means convinced, that
n of his friends and®
wish, humours every wayward fancy,. (who by the bye was esteemed a fine mouser there is an instantaneous consent to the true We are told that this application was first
al
increase
of
Scholars,
470
;
Amount
raised
2 to insert the follow
and expended for Schools, §20,065,85 ; Of soothes every transient sorrow, sings our' and one of the most furious of her kind) he principle's of taste. The rude peasant lives introduced in Medford, by the late Gov.
Brooks, the summer before his decease;
this sum there is raised from funds, §229,83., sweet lullaby to rest, and cradles us on its> placed her in the box, and again closed it, and dies without any sensibility to the gran who believed that it not only greatly accel
of New-York, teache
warm and throbbing breast ; and when paini leaving her to settle matters with the stran- deur of the evening sky, and the savage ex
COUNTY
OF
CUMBERLAND.
to fit the human fraw
erated the growth of the trees, but was an
School Districts, 333 ; Children betweeni and sickness prey upon the fragile formi ger, which he supposed she would do in a hibits no emotion as he gazes on the falls of
d declare that I haw
i what medicine is there like a mother’s manner equally prompt and conclusive. Af Niagara. It is the mind which has been pre effectual preservative against the Borer.
the
ages
of
4
and
21
years,
19,254
;
Children
ss my art of cutting^
ter a sufficient time for operations had elaps
One application is sufficient for a season.
who usually attend School, 14.280 ; Popula kisses ? what healing pillow like a mother’s ed however, he withdrew the lid, and con pared by education, that understands and The wash is so corrosive that it will soon
and the aforesaid Jame
feels their greatness. So it is in the finest
■ bosom ?
tion
in
1820,
49,445
;
Probable
annual
in

e full satisfaction as ti
And when launched into the wide ocean trary to all expectation, found Grimalkin in works of art. The barbarous nations felt no destroy a brush made of hog's bristles,
crease of Scholars, 626 ; Amount raised and
aforesaid art of cutting
of a tempestuous world, what eye gazes on one end and his ratship in another, sitting admiration for the beautiful works of Rome ; whence a swab is preferred for applying it.
expended
for
Schools,
§22,132,22
;
Of
this
the dignity of a pair of ministers of the Turks express none for those that lie in This mode of treating fruit trees also des
nend him to all,
our adventurous voyage with half thè eager with
sum there is raised from funds, §1520,06.
state, and eyeing each otner with great suspi ruins at Athens, and the Cossacks would troys the bark louse, and is said to give the
JOHN NOBLE.
ness
of
maternal
fondness,
amid
the
sad
yet
’
No return from Gray, New Gloucester
cion and scrutiny. The lid was again closed,, have looked with supreme indifference on the trees apparent health and vigor, in a much
1826.
and Brunswick of the number of children not unpleasant contest of hopes and fears, and not withdrawn until several hours had splendors of the Louvre. No one fully real greater degree than lime, soft soap, Forsyth’s
and
deep
anxieties
?
ve made arrangement
who usually attend School. No return from
elapsed, when they were discovered sitting izes the perfection of the Apollo Belvidere
When the rugged path of life has been beside each other, as quietly and lovingly as till he has studied it long, or has been accus composition, or any other of the paints or
iply him with Fashiool
Portland of the number of children between
bravely,
patiently,
and
nobly
trodden
—
when
iree months, or asoftei
twin kittens in a nest ; and on the rat being tomed to similar works. Itis characteristic washes commonly used for similar purpo
the ages of 4 and 21 years.
prosperity has smiled upon us—when virtue touched with a stick, he sought and received of the most perfect productions in poetry, ses. Whether it will prove favorable to the
.ondon, and are approx
COUNTY" OF LINCOLN,
has upheld us amid the world’s temptations,
from the cat by crawling over her that instead of being fully admired at first, longevity of the trees, can only b^ ascertain
School Districts, 398; Children between virtue which she herself first planted in us-— protection
neck and placing himself behind her. This their excellencies open upon the mind gradu ed by time and further experiments. If any
JOHN NOBLE,;
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 24,719 ; Children and when Fame has bound her laurels round certainly appears to be realizing the idea of
injury to the trees is apprehended from Che
qs his sincere thanks ti
who usually attend School, 17,536 ; Popu us, is there a heart that throbs with a livelier the lion and the lamb herding together in ally in repeated perusal, and some hidden corrosive quality of the liquid recommended,
beauties
there
are,
which
disclose
them

liberal encourageai
lation in 1820, 53,189 ; Probable annual in or more grateful pleasure ?
amity !
selves only to a long and familiar observation. it may be well to increase the proportion of
business, and solicits!
crease of Scholars, 804 ; Amount raised
the water; say two quarts or more to a
The circumstance has occasioned some
A. Review.
Yet
it
is
not
prosperity,
with
her
smiles
ime. All orders c(W
and expended for Schools, §23,207,33 ; of and beauty, that tries the purity and fervour speculation in the Observatory ; but we
pound of potash.^—N. E. Farmer.
willbç executed will
this sum there is raised from funds, §402.00. of a mother’s love; it is in the dark and should presume that it was wholly owing to
——
“
H
appiness !” repeated Rossano, with
ich punctuality as the
COUNTY OF HANCOCK.
SOAKING OF SEED CORN.
dreary precincts of adversity, amid the cold che entire darkness, united with the narrow gloomy energy,“ that is suth a comprehen
will admit.
|
School Districts, 275 ; Children between frowns of an unfeeling world, in poverty and limits, of the place of confinement.
We observe, in many papers directions
sive word—and you apply it to a few pleasur
N. Y. Statesmen.
JAMES L,. ROSS
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 14,678 ; Children despair, in sickness and sorrow, that shines
able emotions,—charming while enjoyed, for soaking seed corn in water in which cop
11, 1826.
who usually attend School, 10,489 ; Popula with brightness beyond mortality, and sti
perhaps but when withdrawn, not missed! peras had been dissolved. This is said to be
tion in l§20, 31,290 ; Probable annual in fling the secret agonies of its own bosom,
bright summer blossoms shaken from the a perfect security against the effects of the
CROSSING OF BREEDS.
crease of Scholars, 643 ; Amount raised and strives but to pour balm and consolation on
We have noticed, in the Connecticut pa bough they grow on, season after season, wire worm.
expended for Schools, §14,542.74 ; Of this the wounded sufferer ; and the cup of mise pers, a record of a late marriage between and the trees still standing in health and
sum there is raised from funds, §487,60.
ry, filled as it is to overflowing, serves but to one of the Indians of the Cornwall schools, beauty! Happiness is the vital moisture of
Family Mill, or “ every man his own.
NEW LIME i
No return from Brooksville, Orland and bind them more firmly and dearly to each and the daughter of one of the good deacons the root ;, it is the principle of life and vig millerP—Mr. David Flagg, whose inventions
loff’s Mill Tannery $
our,
which
ascends
through
all
its
branches,
Knox.
have already gained him no small reputation
other, as the storms of winter but bid the of that town. According to the following
nk Landing.
No return made of the amount of taxes sheltering ivy twine itself more closely round law of Connecticut, passed 1650, and which, and crowns it with verdure ; that destroyed, as an ingenious mechanic and man of genius,
the
tree
falls
;
or
stands
through
wearisome
raised for the support of Schools in Planta the withering oak.
has lately taken out letters patent as the in
for ought we know to the contrary, is still in
ydars, a blighted, useless thing.”
ventor of an improved and highly valuable
tion No. 8.
Absence cannot chill a mother’s love, nor force, the young lady will be subject to some
c and Hemlock BAIf
“ Family mill.” And if the feudal custom of
COUNTY OF WASHINGTON.
can even vice itself destroy a mother’s kind thing more than the usual risque of a matri
: all times be given. |
prescription for toll has not obtained to be
THE ERIE CANAL.
School Districts, 103 ; Children between ness? The lowest degradations of human monial voyage.
W. LORD,
common law in our country, we apprehend
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 5009 ; Children frailty cannot wholly blot out remembrance
Whereas
diverse
persons
departe
from
Some
idea
of
the
extent
of
business
on
the
pril 22,1826.
who usually attend School, 3446 ; Popula of the first fond yearnings of young affection, amongst us, and take up their abode with Erie Canal may be formed from the fact, this invention will work the loss of many a
tion in 1820, 12,744 ; Probable annual in or the faint memorial of primeval innocence ; the Indians, in a profane course of life, for that seventy boats arrived at Albany on white pennyworth to the “ merry millers.”
crease of Scholars, 395 ; Amount raised and nay, it seems as if the very consciousness of the preventing whereof, it is ordered, that Monday of last week deeply laden with the The simplicity of motion and machinery be
to this Mill, with the small cost of
expended for Schools, §5625,85 ; Of this the abject state of her erring child more ful whatsoever person or persons, that now inhab- rich products of the West, and among other longing
construction, being built of the requisite di
srnn there is raised from funds, §196,20.
iteth, or shall inhabitt within this jurisdiction, articles we notice a large quantity of Gen mensions and excellence of structure for the
ly
developed
the
mighty
force
of
that
mys

JURY have forsal^
No returns from Charlotte, Machias, Rob- terious passion, which can forget and forgive and shall departe from us, and settle or join nessee flour, a considerable portion of which sum of thirty five dollars, will place it within
of American Caito
instown and Plantation No. 14.
all things ; and though the youth of her fair with thé Indians, that they shall sufi'er three will find its way to Boston : thus are the the means to purchase of every thrifty far
^atteins
No return from Dennysville of the proba est hopes may be as one cast off from God. year’s imprisonment at least, in the house beneficial effects of this stupendous Work en mer or small neighborhood ; and very little
ble annual increase of Scholars.
SO—
and man, yet she will not forsake him, nor■ of correction ; and undergo such further joyed by the trading classes of this commu skill suffices for its use to make meal and
)N CARDS.
upbraid him, but participate in all thingsí censure, by fyne or corporall punishment as nity, as well as by those of New-York and flour of the first quality. The space, which,
COUNTY OF KENNEBEC.
the particular courte shall judge meete to in- Albany. We believe that it is less than four it occupies, together with the bolt, is about
School Districts, 358 ; Children between save his wickedness !
I speak not of a mother’s agonies wheni flict in such cases.—"N. Y. Nat. Adv.
years since the Gennessee flour was introdu the size of a common dining table. The
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 20,625 ; Children
ced amongst us : it soon acquired a reputation whole machinery is moved by a crank in the
who usually attend School, 14,459 ; Popula bending over the bed of death ! nor of Ra
Caution in visiting Sick Rooms.
which successfully vied with that of the best ordinary manner of a grindstone, and the
tion in 1820, 42,623 ; Probable annual in chael weeping for her children because they
Never venture into a sick room in a vio of Baltimore and its celebrity has not been in strength of only onezman or well grown boy
crease of scholars, 688 ; Amount raised andI were not !
is required to grind and bolt two bushels in an
expended for Schools, §19,109,16 ; Of this> The love of a father may be as deep and sin lent perspiration, (if circumstances require a the least impaired, notwithstanding inferior hour.
And besides the economy of saving
cere, yet it is calmer, and perhaps more cal continuance there for any time,) for the mo qualities of flour have often, especially with toll in the
sum there is raised from funds, 330,45.
vicinity of water mills ; in parts
ment
the
body
becomes
cold,
it
is
likely
in
a
few
weeks
past
been
thrown
into
the
culating,
and
more
fully
directed
in
the
great
No
return
from
Temple.
nidi
.
newly settled, where wealth and the arts
an additi»»!
to
absorb
the
infection,
and
receive
the
market
and
disposed
of
under
the
name
of
period
and
ends
of
life
;
it
cannot
descend
to
No
return
from
Readfield
and
Waterville
School aw«
have made but little progress, this mill, be
llaneous, —
of the number of children who usually attend those minutiae of affection, those watchful disease. Nor visit a sick person (especially “ Gennessee.” Such mean deceptions are ing transported with facility, and made, as in
cares for the minor comforts and gratifica if the complaint be of a contagious nature) disreputable to those who practice them, old times when women ground at the mill,
School.
tions of existence, which a mother, from the with an empty stomach; as this disposes the and will tend to open the eyes of purchasers, an house-hold utensil—must prove highly
COUNTY7 OF OXFORD.
■School Districts, 290 ; Children between finer sensibility of her nature, can more system more readily to receive the infection. who, instead of confiding in the specious pro valuable ; nor can it be less so in countries
In attending a sick person, stand where the fessions of certain individuals, will trade on where water power is distant, or supplied
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 12,936 ; Chil readily and duly appreciate.
( Stating
The pages of history abound with the rec- air passes from the door or window of the ly with those of acknowledged probity. We only during certain portions of the year.
dren who usually attend School, 10,217;
IrticlesGardiner Chron.
Population in 1820, 27,104; Probable annu- ords of maternal love, in every age and clime,- | diseased, not betwixt the diseased person learn that one of our merchants has a corPUBLISHED BY

S^and6^'<

al increase of Scholars, 552; amount raised
and expended for Schools, §11,361,26 ; Of
this sum there is raised from funds, §1294,
13.
No return from Andover of the number
of children who usually attend School.
COUNTY OF SOMERSET.
School Districts, 268 ; Children between
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 10,806 ; Children
who usually attend School, 7561; Popula
tion in 1820, 21,787 ; Probable annual in
crease of Scholars 588 ; Amount raised and
expended for Schools, §10,215,22; Of
this sum there is raised from funds. ¡§241,11.
No return from Corinna, Palmyra, Phil
ips and Plantation No. 7—7th Range.
No return from Fairfield of the number
of children who usually attend School.
COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT.
School Districts, 157; Children between
the ages of 4 and 21 years, 7665 ; Children
who usually attend School, 6198; Popula
tion in 1820,13,870; Probable annual in
crease of Scholars, 741 ; Amount raised
and expended for Schools, ¡§9914. 97 ; Of
this, sum ■ here’ is raised from funds, ¡§221,
20.
No return from Brownville, Orono, No. 7
—-Sth Range.
No return from No. 1, 2d Range, of the
children who usually attend School.
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tq three quarters of an hour before they by Dr. Eaton and Mr. Sleeper of Francessink ; they do not blow up as it has been town, and Col. Jarvis, of Vermont. They
Rnads", a'”5'
generally stated.
Franklin Gazette,
were accompained by their shepherd, who is
abled*wnC^
ST. LOUIS, (MISSOURI,) APRIL 8.
NINETEENTH CONGRESS..........FIRST SESSION.
employed by Col. Jarvis to .take the charge
chSeng«
REMOVAL OF INDIANS.
of
his
flocks.
WOODBURY, (N. J.) MAY 9.
Thé general removal of the Indians from
SENATE.
/
THE WOODS ON FIRE.
the State of Missouri, we are happy to learn,
SATURDAY, MAY 6.
For these several days past, the woods in
VIOLENT TORNADO! <lecisive Hl£
PASSAMAQUODDY BANK.
The message from the House of Repre is now nearly accomplished.
i he direction of Squankum, have been on fire
On Wednesday last, about half m I wi!l be in fa VO
In
pursuance
of
the
wise
policy
of
the
Su

George W. Webster, in the last Han
sentatives, in relation to the Judiciary Bill,
—extending over a space of 5 or 6 miles. It
a great many
asking a Committee of conference, was re perintendency, treaties were held in this commenced on Friday last in a Coal Kiln cock Gazette, charges the President and o’clock, we were visited by one of..’I Ayres and m
Cashier
of
the
Passamaqubddy
Bank,
with
place last summer by Gen. Clark, with the naar the Poor House, and notwithstanding
severe tornadoes ever recollected Lwl
ferred to the Judiciary Committee.
Kansas, and the Shawnees, of Cape Gi the exertions of the whole neighborhood, it swindling, knavery, villany, and all that sort of the bountry, by the oldest inhabitant ’ onExtract of.
of
Banking
depravity
which
of
late
years,
rardeau, by which they relinquished all has spread itself with the most destructive
MONDAY, MAY 8.
37 received i
The Judiciary committee reported that it their lands in Missouri, and agreed to leave rapidity in an eastern direction towards Egg has been so gent»ely and so extensively prac two or three days previous, the weatl
Salem1.
was inexpedient to appoint a committee of the state. The Kansas have already remo Harbour.—The destruction of standing tim tised. He says “ these bankjunta turn bank been uncommonly warm for the Se J late action wi
rupt whenever it suits their swindling pur thermometer ranging from- 90 to 10^°^!
ved
to
the
country
allotted
them,
and
the
conference on the subject of the disagreeing
tween 50 and
ber has already been great, and immense poses.” _ The first paragraph which ' follows
votes of the two Houses oh the Judiciary bill. Shawnees. when they shall have made their quantities of wood, cut and ccrded up, have is a specimen of his moral reflections upon three o’clock P. M. there-were
was partly OU
selection,
(having
a
choice
of
two
places
by
ships win
The proposed amendment to the constitu
been burnt—one individual alone has lost the subject; and the second is an account of appearances of clouds in the west ir r M ¡an
been for a fo
tion, in relation to the elections of President, the treaty,) will follow them. In addition to three hundred cords of wood, ready for mar a transaction at tl^e bank on the day of its of showers,, which in a few
engagement,this, we have just heard, that in a council, ket.— Herald.
was laid on the table.
failure, with which he concludes a column or
held on Grand River, with the lowas, by
more of vituperation, and justifies the spirit over that part of the horizon, when
broke—Hadt
Capt. Ford, final arrangements were made
TUESDAY, MAY 9.
of indignation by which he appears to be ac began blowing with tremendous forv
WILMINGTON, DEL. MAY 9.
oftlieBraziE
A bill for the relief of Moses Kenney ; a for the immediate removal of that nation be
tuated.
Thomaston Reg.
the air with clouds of dust, travel ft We expect t
LARGE FISH.
bill for the payment of interest due to the yond our limits. The removal of this tribe
A Rock Fish was caught in the Delaware,
“ That these things can be done boldly and limbs of trees, boards,and whatever aU
fought, as a pi
State of New-York, and a bill to compensate is in pursuance of a treaty made by Gen. nearly opposite to this borough, on Thursday with impunity, reflects no credit on an un its course—tearing up by the roots J.N ter are ancho
the Registers and Receivers of the Land Clark, at Washington in 1824, in which they last, in a gill net, by Mr. Burden, which principled knave for his adroitness, for he is
“ A few 1110
Offices, for certain extra services, were or relinquished their lands and agree to leave weighed when taken out of the water, 76 lbs. protected in hiS villany, by chartered privi ing off large trees, blowing d0Wn ?
tion of seeing
Missouri. It is said, they will in future be and another which weighed 65 lbs. Anoth- leges ; and it reflects still less credit upon sheds, and fences, and taking ride 7| a mount here
dered to be engrossed for a third reading.
A part of the day was passed in the consid located on Grand River, between the rivers or one was caught in the net, but made its the wisdom of Legislatures who could be their horses—people who were ia
name, which,
Missouri and Mississippi.
eration of Executive business.
escape by breaking it, which was supposed guilty of such stupidity in guarding the rights fields to work, were compelled t| i made a place
By these several relinquishments and remo to be larger than those which were secured. of the people, or such apathy in protecting down, or hold on to stumps to prevent!
es, in case ofi
the interests of their constituents. A high
vals, a considerable portion of vacant territo
WEDNESDAY, MAY 10.
Jy in the mo
drove
before
it
and
dashed
to
pi
eees
way robber or a cut throat in a private ca
The resolution declining a conference with ry, Comprising some of the finest land, per
killed 60 of tl
INDIAN MURDERS.
fired to their
the House of Representatives on the Judici haps on the continent, is left for the disposal
We are informed by a gentleman who ar pacity, must pay the forfeit of his crime upon fury. A fine growth of pine, oak, and ?:
ary Bill, was agreed to by a vote pf 24 to 13. of the General Government. The policy rived here on board the steam boat Mexico, the gallows.—The knave who cheats or timber situated about a quarter of
fr, the countr
The bill relative to the Illinois Canal was employed, and the services of those public on the 8ffi iqst. from Prmrie du Chien, that, swindles upon a small scale must be immured south of this village experienced its mXj
not surrendei
a dungeon or confined to hard labour, per
rejected by the casting vote of the Vice Pres agents who have been acti ;e in producing
blow it up; )
March, about nine miles abo\ e in
ident. [This bill proposed to grant a certain those highly important and desirable results, m die
haps for life. These are punishments our tractive force, and in that course the
[previous dat
Fort
Crawford,
Mr.
Mitod,
his
wife
and
Laws demand as an expiation for crime. But powerful current of wind appeared,0*
quantity of land to the State of Illinois for the will no doubt be duly appreciated by the peo
three
children,
were
murdered
by
a
par
y
the eminent rascal who, by legislation is as
purpose of aiding in opening the Canal to ple of Missouri.
I
of Indians, supposed to be the Winebagoes. sociated with other rascals, and authorized to for here it prostrated by compntatio^ (
connect the waters of the Illinois River with
The
removal
of
the
Kansas,
Shawnees,
Not
satisfied
with
the
lives
of
the
unfortun

shave and swindle the public, in the most six to seven hundred trees from a fo«, i Extract of a
those of Lake Michigan. To account for its
more
rejection by the Vice-President we feel a lit lowas, See. may be viewed as auxiliary steps ate victims, they burnt the camp with a part bold, extensive, and high-handed manner, is and a half and three fe'et through-.,, ° ■' i
the dead, and committed on the body of a----- gentleman, and protected by law, in a its courseln an easterly direction it~„? '
tle at loss, as Mr. Calhoun has heretofore to the general plan in contemplation, for the
“ Since mJ
been considered the great champion of inter collocation of the Indians west of the Missis the murdered female,.who was in a state of genteel robbery of thousands. And theke its ravage of tearing up by the
arrival of
pregnancy, deeds of savage barbarity, too bank gentry too, after having pilfered, and
nal improvement. Is he contemplating a sippi.
Saffino, from
twisting
off
trees
in
the
various
oast
J.
change of policy with a view to recommend
shocking tq be related. Mr. M. it is believ secured a princely fortune, are permitted to
board three
fields
through
which
it
passed,
man
himself to the politicians of the ‘ancient de
ed, made a manly defence, as two of the sav retire from the bustle of public, into private
NORFOLK, MAY 2.
garrison, wh
minion’ ?]
The Cape Hatteras Light Vessel. ages were buried the next morning after life; there to revel unmolested on the ill got owners to us unknown—We have air I much to the
We are really apprehensive that the im the occurrence supposed to have died cf ten fruits of their lawless extortion, and en heard of several barns and sheds which»
ened person
joy (if possible) the paltry gains of their li
THURSDAY, MAY 11.
portant benefits anticipated to commerce their wounds.
blown down and unroofed by its fi—, J
man, who r
A bill was introduced by Mr. Dickerson, from the establishment of a floating light off
The civil authorities, we hear, with much censed villany. Such is the operation of Kennebuyk river a saw-mill was blo>,„7
ru, but the C
from the Select Committee on that subject, Cape Hatteras, cannot be realised. The credit to themselves and that promptitude law ; such the mockery of justice.
not permit hi
“ Lest perchance some honest man be con and in Kennebunk-Port, part ofithe roof,
to distribute annually among the several
ade e veil of t
States, the surplus revenue of the United vessel designed for that purpose, which left which the. occasion required, immediately nected with the institution to which I have torn from the old medting-house near U
whispered h
States ; and a bill by the Judiciary Commit this port a short time since, as believed am apprehended twenty-four of the offenders, alluded, and feel himself aggrieved by the
ish squadror
tee, to regulate the processes of the United ply provided to withstand the utmost fury of and upon examination discharged twelve generality of the above remarks; I will so ert Towne’s, Esq. and much valuable w:
and five ver
States Courts in those States which have the ocean on that tempestuous coast, has and retained twelve for further trial. So far, far particularize as to Justify any previous destroyed in that town—Nearly all the fj
been admitted into the Union since Sept. again parted from her moorings, having sev so good. But will justice be done? If con assertion, and expose a transaction had with in its course were laid prostrate of „J
to the last
1789.
ered her massive Iron Cable. The light victed, will the murderers be executed ? or the Passamaquoddy Bank on the day of their
they are uni
vessel reported as having been seen off our according to former precedent, will their failure, to satisfy even the most skeptical, er description they might be-Theda»
borde, at)d ii
done
to
forests,
orchards,
fences,
and
J
Great
Father,
the
President,
pardon
the
that
Jonathan
Bartlett,
as
principal,
and
for the Mail
.HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. Cape on Sunday, by Capt. Shiverick, of die
logs
already
heard
from
is
very
great-.«
horrid
crime,
and
return
them
to
the
arms
John
Woodman,
as
agent,
deserve
a
castiga

schr. Adeline, we are since informed is the )
ed in a state
SATURDAY, MA Y 6.
tion
due
to
ponsumate
villany;
and
richly
also
learn
that
in
Berwick
and
the
upper
J
As to our
The Speaker laid before the House a com light ship Hatteras, Capt. Holden, alluded | of their savage companions, at liberty to re
merit
the
detestation
of
all
virtuous
and
hon

■' peat the blqody deed, The trial before our
and since t
munication from the Secretary of War, to above, returning to this port.
of Wells much damage was done tobuilfc'
ourable
men.
The
circumstances
of
the
civil authorities ; the condemnation and par
President or
transmitting a report-of the Chief Engineer,
don of a guilty savage, is in our opinion a transaction alluded to were briefly as follow. forests and houses-But it is gratifying,„fl
gress (as re
containing all the information called for by
PHILADELPHIA, MAY 9.
On
the
8th
of
April
last
I
was
at
Eastport
as we can learn that no lives were lost or J
most shameful mockery of justice, and evi
and Cuba),
the House on the 31st Jan. last, respecting
GREEK FIRESHIP.
and
on
my
way
to
Belfast
by
land.
Having
rious injury sustained by any fellow creatu
dently founded in a most mistaken notion of
dence has
the improvement of the harbors of Marble
While lying in the harbor of Mylo there .¡ie Indian character : They ridicule and a considerable amount in specie, I was desir —In one instance a Mr. Adams, ofW
dread is eu
head and Holmes’ Hole ; which was order came into that port a Spizziotte division of
ous, for convenience, of exchanging for pa
laugh
at
the
formalities
.
of
a
trial
—
and
a
same time,
ed to he printed.
per currency, and went to the bank for that bunk-Port, was blown from his horse tab
the Greek fleet; amongst them were a num pardon triumphantly attributed to fear.
in placing e
purpose. I there found Solomon Thayer, er with his saddle and slightly bruisetl-Tfe
ber of fireships. Several of the officers of
Missouri Adv.
efficient foo
MONDAY, MAY 8.
Esq. who has since informed me, that he width of this tornado appears to have
the Ontario with myself visited them, and
four militar
Mr. Bartlett, of N. H. from the committee were much gratified by haying an opporm
was then and there acting as attorney for a
from
three
to
four
miles
—
but
where
it
com

manded by:
on naval affairs, to whom was referred the nity of examining these'wonderful engines of Fi om the National Intelligencer, May 9.
Bank creditor (Mr. Thatcher,) and had at
communication from the Secretary of the
and experk
Surviving Revolutionary Officers that time an officer with him for the purpose menced its ravages, or where its fury J
destruction
We
were
much
astonished
at
Navy, of the 30th March last, relative to the
«d into 32 s<
i
The committee of the Hotf>e of Represen of securing a large demand against the Bank; exhausted we have not yet learned.
the
simplicity
of
their
construction,
and
expediency of constructing, at one or more
a tried offic
tatives, to whom the subject of the prayer pf 8c which demand, not being satisfied, was the
of the navy yards of the U. States, a dry pleased to see that if once fired it would be these memorialists, was referred, have re immediate cause of its stopping payment. Ig
here to fill
dock, for receiying, examining, and repair impossible to extinguish them. The com
norant of these facts, I applied to Woodman,
FROM CALCUTTA
country, 11
mander took a great deal of pains to explain ported an amended bill relative thereto. the cashier, for exchange. He readily and
ing ships of war, repotted :—
The following interesting intelligencefw
military an<
Inasmuch
as
these
applicants
to
Congress
&
; every thing to us ; one of them stated that
__ j__________
That they deem the subject
one of great
unhesitatingly received my specie, together India, reived at Merchants’ Hall w
amount of i
importance" to the interests of the nation.
destroyed two frigates, and feels very are the survivors. )f tho&e, ..ho, in the-agk with some St. Andrew’s Bills, which were brought to Salem by the ship Geow Sa»n.
and may b
They coincide fullywitli the views of .the de- [ confident of always being successful, provi that has gone by, won, by the exertion or then equivalent to specie, and gave me in ders, in no days from Calcutta. b ’
We hav^
theirh*.BqmraL us well as physical ener exchange the bills of Passamaquoddy Bank
partment, as to the necessity of the <x*istruc- fd.edthey e/.qs oitt-ack the enemy at anclror.
in the.harb
Calcutta, Jan. 20.—We this morning re.i
tion of dry docks, as well for convenience as
They are vessels generally of about 300 to gies, all the privileges of the free govern an institution, which'he, at that moment,
Cuba, com
economy in the repair and preservation of 40Q tons burthen, and mostly Polake brig- ment we now enjoy, it is due to them, that must have known, was in a failing and bank ceived an extra shipping report, aonounci.
those seas.
our navy ; but the committee are of opinion rigged ; they were formerly merchantmen, their respectful application to Congress rupt condition ; and the paper of which, he tne awival of the Enterprise steam vj
It vequlr
that such work cannot, with propriety, be before the revolution ; are strong vessels be treated with kindness—that it be met of course knew to be v/orse than worthless. from Rangoon 14th inst.' She brings te'
large a for<
commenced until more accurate information and mostly sail fast. They havechain slings directly, and decided upon with candor. This happened on Saturday ; but the failure satisfactory intelligence of peace withthe
ant will ha
shall be obtained, of the proper location, ex for all their yards, and at the yard arms Standing, as they do, almost on the verge of not being publicly proclaimed until the Mon Burmese.
will be ver
tent, and cost of such docks as our service grapple, or fire hooks, and a box on the low eternity, delay will be équivalent to a denial, day following, I arrived at Belfast before
After the battles of the 2d, 3d, and ft,
country, lil
may require. They recommend the adop
and will, in all probability, be considered as learning the fact. With a hope of saving at Sir Archibald Campbell moved ontoTata-l
er
yard
arms
containing
combustible
matter
tion of the following resolution :—
friends to I
least a part from the wreck of my property, gon, 120 miles in advance pf Prome, thwd
which burns for some considerable time. iconclusive, in regard to thejr claims.
I immediately returned to^Eastport, believing a-country fortified with the strongest stoeb
Resolved, That the President of the U. The chain slings are for the purpose of keep
States cause an examination and accurate
It is hinted that there is some difficulty that a statement of the simple facts would ades, but which had been deserted.-TM
From id
survey to be made by a skilful engineer of a ing the yards from falling as Jong as possi among the choice spirits of the opposition be sufficient (with honourable or honest men) enemy had suffered severe loss bythecholble
after
the
rigging
and
sails
are
on
the.
—
to enforce my claim, and obtain my right. I era’ an^ the ground was strewed with
site for a dry dock at the navy yard at. Ports
sources,H
to
the
national
administration
at
Washing

mouth, N. H. Charlestown, Mass. Brooklyn, They have other fire hooks on the bowsprit ton. Although they found it convenient to accordingly laid the circumstances before dead, in graves of 29 and 40. Immediatelv
Every whi
N. A. and Gosport, Va. and that such engin with boxes of combustibles : there is a train have a press and an editor too at command, the said President and Cashier. But instead on the arrival of ST Achibald at Tatuagod
ing his hea
of refunding the specie they had frauduently, he was met by the first minister, Zotoo^t
eer be required to state .the dimensions ne which leads to these boxes in the yard arms
send ash if
cessary for such docks, the advantages of and bowsprit, which communicates with yet not so convenient to provide the purchase unjustly and without consideration taken; expressly from Ava, to sue for peace, and|
our enter]
money
for
the
former
:
As
for
the
editor,
he
they seemed not only to exult in the mawier
each of the above named places for such es them and sets them on fire ; before the rig
ged in that
tablishment ; the objections that apply to ei ging takes fire they are filled with grenades is probably paid in drafts, to be good when of acquiring it; but manifested a satisfaction after several conferences this boon was'
then str air
ther, with a detailed estimate of the expense and fire balls. Along the deck within about the Vice President wields the sceptre of m thus being ^fortunate. Callous to every granted, on the following conditionsThe I
ridiculous
of a suitable site, and of constructing a dock two feet of the water ways, they have from state. The proprietor of the U. S, Gazette, feeling of honour, I found them too hardened cession of Mergui, Tavai, Zqa and Arracan,
must wait
at each of said places, and that the President twelve to fourteen hatches; these hatches which it will be recollected was sold to the in villany to be impelled to justice by any to the British ; Ava to receive a Resident,
can send a
be requested to communicate the same to are kept closely shut when they are ap opposition and has since appeared as the U. consideration, much less that of honesty. and Pagoon a Consul, together with the paymercein a
roent
of
one
croze
of
rupees,
(ten
millions.)
Congress in the first week of next session.
1
hus
robbed
of
my
money
and
denied
its
S.
Telegraph,
report
says,
feels
a
little
proaching an enemy, so that any fire from
so with “
The bill making appropriation to carry them may not communicate with their hold ; squeamish about waiting for his pay and restitution—insulted for my credulity and I ne preliminary treaty is negotiated, and 15
into effect the Creek treaty, was ordered to they have also ports along the outside which therefore has taken legal measures to secure ridiculed for rny folly, I was left to seek such days allowed tor the ratification to arrive
be engrossed.
.
Mr. Gal
redress, as I could, without legal'or judicial from Ava.”
they also keep close shut until they are about himself. Oh ! fie, gentlemen of the opposi- process
obtain.
ain. We
TUESDAY, MAY 9.
ion I why did ye not count the cost and pro
firing
the
train,
when
they
heave
off
the
birth, hoy
The appropriation bill to carry into effect
w ir . ™ c GEO* Wt WEBSTER.
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
hatches on deck and open the ports which vide the ways & means, before you ventured
Belfast, May 6, 1826.
the Repre
the Creek Treaty, was passed, when
i •.’
a pro fali down. The flame then has aJ fair oppor_ upon this wild speculation ? But as it is, there
At a late hour last night we received by)
eign Cour
test, signed by the whole Georgia Delegation,
the Friends, Capt. Warnock, from Green
are generous, and wealthy men who will no
tunity
of
rising
out
of
the
hatches
and
burst

but if the I
was handed in by Mr Forsyth, and read by ing from the sides.
ock,
papers
to
the
27th
of
March,
inclusive,
doubt contribute to ffiake up a purse rather
party spi
A letter from Washington, to the editor of
the Clerk. The question on the passage of
They have a between deck fore and aft,) han have the wheels of opposition slop. the Baltimore Patriot, says—“ A treaty containing London accounts to the 25th.
President’
this bill was taken by ayes and noes, when
The
most
interesting
article
which
we
We
advise
therefore
that
you
draw
on
your
the preset
with Denmark was yesterday confirmed by
there appeared 167 ayes, and only 10 noes ; on which they have large cribs, built like friends in the south and east.—Bos. Pat.
find
is
the
confirmation
of
the
statement,
continued.
the Senate.—A senator told me that it is
these 10 being the 7 representatives from double^ births, which are filled with Tight
The Sr
made m terms of liberality and perfect reci that the Duke of Wellington had accom-1
Georgia, and the three from Alabama. Va pine, dipped in tar or turpentine ; mixed
among th<
PROVIDENCE, MAY 14.
with this is a quantity of fusbush, dipped in
probity, assuring a free and open commerce, phshed the objects of his embassy to St. Perious other bills were passed.
eff great n
the same substance ; they
t’
also put on old i REPORTED MUTINY AND MURDER. and relieving oar merchants from the pay tersburgh. Fhe Emperor Nicholas, in ac
that natio
tarpaulins and other• combustibles,
cnmhnstib^« taking
t^irhuv jI Ar, sell. Mentor, Smith, fr Baltimore 5 ment of any higher toll when their ships pass cordance with the views of Great Britain,
WEDNESDAY, MAY 10.
France, Austria and Prussia, resolved to
Capes. Spoke on Saturday the Sound,, than is paid by the most favored join
A resolution introduced bv Mr. Forsyth to care not to have it lay too close together. A ;: dvy^!r*'Vf'
wit h them in protecting the Greeks aplace the Protest of the Ge?-gia Deflation II breast of every deck hatch they have a bar- on Block L ..and, whale ship Constitution, nation (Great Britain.) It alsogives securi
to the appropriation for carrymg into^effectt iJ rel of fire-balls, and close to it a hatch cut CaPt. Chaco, from Pacific Ocean, bound ty to the property of our citizens in St.' gainst the T urks. These five powersareto i|
A Post I
..........................
a_ through the
decks, so as to make a to Nani ticket, with a full cargo of oil. Was Croix, as well while resident there, as to unite in a peremptory declaration io the |
quit, in th
the Creek Treaty on the Journals,
was a',uc between
octvvccu ucciis,
(»rand
Seignior,
tbat
he
must
withdraw^
|
greed to. [It argues but little for the justness
justness I ?
^raft from thP
Esq. p. Al
greed
wliere they have noth- informed by Capt. Chace that'he had spoken their heirs. In fact the senator said it was
armies from Greece, and renounce all pit" I
of this protest that the appropriation was op- )
^iit bailas\
a schr. belonging to Boston, bound from Bal a most excellent treaty?’
to the Soi
tensions to the sovereignty of the country, u
town are
posed by no other members except those
trains are laid fore and aft in troughs timore to New-Orleans. On hailing her was
Post Offic
N. Y Times of Friday.
eor§ia.a?d Alabama.] The bills I two inches wide and three deep, running informed that the captain and mate of the
We understand that Albert Gallatin,
which were acted on in Committee on the in every direction along the deckr which is schooner had been lost overboard, and they of 1 ennsylvania, has been appointed by the
preceding day were passed ; and about six covered with tar and turpentine, as well as were in want of a navigator.—Boarded her President, by and wi|h tfie advice and con
FROM RIO EE JANEIRO.
teen or seventeen other private bills went all the beams and carlings. The train is and was requested to take a number of wo
1 he ship Bingham, has arrived at Phila
through Committee of the Whole, and were generally fixed from the cabin windows, but men and children slaves, onboard of his ship . sent or the Senate, Envoy Extraordinary and
ordered to be engrossed, and read a third in case it should be required, they can set fire to carry into port, and leave them a naviga Minister Plenipotentiary to Great Britain, in delphia in 42 days from Rio. The Gazette
time.—Among the bills ordered to a third to it from any of the ports along side. Just tor.^ While on beard the schr. a sailor seated place of Rufus King, resigned, And that of that city gives the following extract of a
reading, is one to incorporate an Insurance
to Capt. C. that he had something to commu Robert Trimble, of Kentucky, has, in letter of the 26th March :
Company in Georgetown in this District. befoye they intend going along side of an ene nicate which he could not tell there, but the same .manner, been appointed an Asso
“ We have received intelligence that Gen.
An unsuccessful effort was made by Mr. my, they wet all the sails with spirits of tur would do so if he would take him on board ciate Jestice of the Supreme Court of the Sucre has entered Paraguay with a consid
pentine,
and
fill
the
train
troughs
with
pow

United
States,
in
place
of
T
homas
T
odd
Burgess, to bring up the bill to provide for
the ship. The sailor, together with 17
erable force ; and it is said that the tyrant
the Surviving Officers of the Army of the der ; all hands with the exception of the j blacks, at the request of those on board the deceased.—Nat. Journal.
Francis has been taken prisoner. The in
Revolution.
pat
captain get into the boat astern, which are schr. were then conveyed on board the Con
MARR
habitants it appeared were overjoyed at hi&
very fast rowing boats, and pull with, from stitution, where the sailor informed him
Woods tc
Foundling..—Early yesterday morning coming. I should not be surprised to hear
In Port
twelve to fourteen oars, which is all the crew that the white crew, together with the an infant, supposed to be only about 2 hour of his being on the march this way; and if
.
THURSDAY, MAY 11.
Rev. Dr.
The bill for the reliefof James Monroe, of the fireship the boat carries two small slaves, had mutined, killed the captain and old, was found at the door of a house in Sa the Chilian squadron arrives on the coast our
retary
of
late President of the United States, was tak guns. When every thing is ready, the cap mate and taken possession of the vessel.' lem. It will be seen that our Overseers market will decline.”
Mellen, d
en up in Committee of the Whole, and re tain being the only one on board, s eers di Capt. C. finding that he was not strong e- have proniptly offered a reward for the dis
The same journal gives the following ex
Mellen.
ported without amendment. It was then rect for the vessel he intends laying on board, nough to take possession of the schr. made covery of the perpetrators of this shameful
tracts:
On T
laid on the table, on the motion of Mr. Ing which he tries to strike about the forechains,’ sale and left her with the remainder of the Qdtyage on humanityRegister.
Montevideo, February 2.—We still hear
Johnson t
ham, with the understanding that if would and does not leave the helm until she is fair crew, and 16 blacks on board.
land.
that the Patriots are advancing to besiege
be called up on the following day.
[Sch. Decatur, Galloway, of Boston, sailed
ly grappled with the enemy he then jumps
The Goshen Patriot relates the following and bombard the town. It is certain that
In Ro
fr.
Baltimore,
in
Ap.
for
N.
Orleans.]
into the boat astern, and fires a pistol into
anecdote.
girl three
years and
ha
’f nlrl kn A little gin
three years
and aa every person, detected i ) speaking against
aged 64, t
The
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Board,
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American Prints,
which will be sold cheaper than ever.
a new lot of

DIED—In Kennebunk port, Mr. Jacob
Curtis, aged 51 years.—Mr. Silas Gard
ner, aged 7o years, formerly of N nntuckct.
In Saco, Mr. John Sawyer, aged 65 years.
In Berwick, Mr. George Cooper, formerly
of Waltham, Mass, aged 32.
In Somersworth, Mrs. Keziah Hobbs, wif®
of Mr. Jacob Hobbs, aged 33.

Also,

Sale at Auction.

GENNESSEE FLOUR.
May 20.

Public Sale of Land.

NEW GOODS

' 0FEERS POP SALP, ’
BLACK, Blue, Olive, and Mixed BROAD
CLOTHS ;
Do.
do.
do. and Drab Cassimeres;
Cassinetts ; White and Striped Drilling ;
Calicoes ; Fig’d and Plain Swiss MUSLIN ;
Common, do. ; Cambricks 5
Merino Shawls and Points ;
Cassimere and Cotton do.
Black and Fig’d SILKS ;
Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkf’s. ;
Bandana and Fancy do. ;
Barvye Scarfs, Hdkf’s and Points;
British Ginghams ; English, do.;
Fancy & Main RIBBONS ; Irish LINENS ;
Plain and Figr’d CRAPES ;
Italian and Pressed, do. ; Linen Cambrics ;
Parasols, Umbrellas, Patent Suspenders,
Vestings, Bobinett Laces, Cotton, do.
Grandurells, Buckram, MiHinetts.

PURSUANT to authority from the Su
preme Judicial Court of the State of
Maine, I hereby give notice that I shall sell at
Public Auction in Wells, at the store of Wal
ter Littlefield, on Wednesday the. 14th day of■
I
HAS JUST RBCBÎVBD, June, A. D. 1826, at two o’clock P. M. all
the right, title and interest which Mary Ann
>-N extensive assortment of
Littlefield and Sarah Littlefield, (minorsand
children of Joshua Littlefield 4th, late of said
Wells) have in the following parcels of Land
lying in Wells aforesaid, to wit.
SfEWS
A certain tract of land containing about two
acres more or less, bounded as follows—-Begin
ning at the road at Reed’s Brook, so called—
.May 20.
thence running northwesterly to a certain riv
er, and bounded southerly by land owned by
KENNEBUNK, MAY-SO.
the heirs of Eben Littlefield, late of said Wells, First quality YARNS, from 6 to 15 ;
ENTERED.
and northerly by Samuel and John Hill’s land Sheetings, Shirtings, Tickings, Ginghams,
May 16—Brig Byron, Smith, Boston.
ANTED immediately FIFTY CORDS —being the same that was formerly owned by Checks, Satinetts, Wick Yarn ;
Sloop Packet, Walker, do.
HARD WOOD, for which Cash Samuel Curtis.
CLEARED.
will be given by
Also, a certain piece of land lying at the
May 17-—Brig Favorite, Emery, Berbice.7
I. JEFFERDS, Kennebunk-Port.
neck, so called, and containing two acres and Chissels, Gouges, Butts, Sctews ;
18—Brig Sab at, Clark, Martinique.
Who has added to hi3 former stock, Goods three rods, being the same which the said
Sloop Mary, Perkins, Boston.
Table and Desart Knives and Forks ;
suitable for the season.
Joshua Littlefield purchasecjof Pelatiah Little Riggers, Butcher, Shoe, Jack and Pen Knives;
MEMORANDA.
FROM HAVANA.
field,
Jun.
bounded
by
the
road
leading
to
the
-ALSOSaco, May 10.—Ar. schs. Azof, Smith,
Brass and Iron door Buttons with plates ;
Eoctrad of a letter to the editor of the Balti N. York ; Columbia, Benson, do.; Lucinda,
beach, by John an"d Clement Littlefield’s land, Table
Ground
Cinnamon^
Allspice
and
and Tea Spoons ;
more Chronicle dated Afiril 26.
and
by
salt
marsh.
GillpatricL, do.
do.;; 13th, , sch.
sch. Friendship,
‘ '
Door,
Chest, Pad and Portable Desk Locks;
Pepper.
“ Since my last, the only thing new is the I Nickerson, Dennis; 16th, Sloop Five BrothAlso, about two acres of land lying at said
Knobs, Lion Heads, Cloak Pins;
May 20.
arrival of a Spanish ship of war, the ers, Farris, Kennebec.
Neck on long point, so called, being the same Commode
Brass and Iron Hat Hooks ; Lamps ;
Salem, May 13.—Ar. ship George, Saun
Saffino, from Cadiz and Cuba, having on
that was devised to the said Joshua Littlefield Horn and Tin Lanterns ;
/
board three Brigadier Generals for this ders, 110 days from Calcutta. Spoke an En
by his father m his last will and testament— Brass and Wood Faucets ;
garrison, which at present is very large ; glish brig 6 days from the West Coast. The
and joins land of Josias Lihlefield, and the
Floor, Hearth, and Shoe Brushes ; Paint, do.
much to the astonishment of every enlight English Capt. reported leaving 5 American
HE subscriber has just received a general widow Hannah Eldridge’s thirds.
Patent and Common Coffee Mills; Hatchets ;
ened person here, one of them is a black vessels on the Coast, could not learn the
Also,
the
following
parcels
of
land
lying
at
assortment of
Hammers, Curry Combs ;
man, who rendered essential service in Pe names of either, except the brig Mexican,
or near Maryland ridge, so called, being a
Bachelder,
of
Salem,
at
Soosoo,
waiting
car

Iron Squares, (for framers); Bellows;
ru, but the Captain General, no doubt, will go ; 14th, ar. brig Acorn, Lee, 13 days from
part of the homestead of Capt. James Little Sad
Irons, Shovel and Tongs ;
not permit him to take the com mand of a brig Havana. Left, brig Floyd, Perkins, of Kenne
field late of said Wells, and by him devised to Ames’ Shovels, Stetson’s Hoes, Ship Scrapers.
ade even of the black troops here ; it is even bunk, for Antwerp.
his son Joshua Littlefield 4th, to wit—About
whispered he will be sent back. The Span
New-York, May 9.—Ar. sch. Moses, recently^ purchased at Auction and private sixty acres, more or less, formerly owned by
ish squadron consisting of the Guerreo 74, March, Curacoa, 25. Cleared, brig Orestes, sale in Boston, many of which will be sold for the heirs of Caleb Kimball, deceased— bound
and five very large frigates were according Nason, Mobile.
ed easterly by James Littlefield’s land—west 'Blue Printed, Enamel’d, and C. C. Plates ;
Cash unusually low.
do. Tea Setts ;
to the last accounts, at St. Jagode Cuba,
erly by the town road and Joshua Gray’s land, Do.
He has also received an assortment of
they are under the orders of Admiral LaAt Barbadoes, 22d April, Volant, Stone, for
northerly and southerly by Samuel Black Lit Enamel’d Cups and Saucers ;
Crockery and. Glass Ware and tlefield’s and William Eaton’s land.
borde, and it is rumoured they are destined Alexandria, same day.
B P. and Enamel’d qt. and pt. Bowls ;
for the Main, “ which, if so,” will be deciar
Ar. at Charleston, 2d, Ship Mordecai,
Also, about ten acres of pasture land bound C. C. do. ; Pitchers, Mugs, Toy cans ;
Factory
Goods.
Libbey, of Saco, Havre, March 23d.
edin a state of blockade.
ed easterly by Janies Littlefield’s land—south Half pt. Mugs, &c.
No American vessel at Greenock, March Raisins, Corn, Clear Pork, Teas, Wine, Jars of erly by Joshua Gray’s land, westerly by Isaiah
As to our internal situation, all is quiet,
best English Grapes, Bottles of Supe
and since the late communication of your 30.
Getcheli’s land, and northwesterly by the
rior Lemon Syrup, and many other
The brig Ospray, Miller, of this port, sail
President on the subject of the Panama Con
road.
articles
not mentioned.
ed
from
Jacmel
12th
ult.
for
Gibralter.
gress (as regards thè Islands of Porto Rico
Also, about ten acres of land, being a part
At the City, New-Orleans, *1,4th ult. ship
Ladies are respectfully invited to examine
and Cuba), has been received, public confi
of the tract of land formerly owned by Nicho
Jamaica, St.
J O TTM
dence has entirely been restored and no Delos, Hatch j^brigs Ulysses, Burnham and his Goods, some of which it is believed the las West, and adjoining land of Simon Little nfcOa Croix,
& N E. \ -*-«■'
-L*4«
pt ice cannot fail to please.
dread is entertained of an invasion—at the Mexico, Fairfield, all of this port, loading.
field, Mosbs Littlefield and Isaiah Getchell.
No American vessel at Balize, Honduras,
hhS’ Am.0” |
B.
PALMER.
same time, Gen. Vives is actively employed April
23.
——
Also, five acres of fresh Meadow, commonly
May 2o.
in placing every department upon the most
called Penny’s Marsh ; bounded on the north Holland and )
VESSELS SPOKEN.
Wf
efficient footing. The Island is divided into
28th ult. lat. 34, Ion. 75, brig York, 6 dUys
east corner by James Littlefield’s land, and on American J
a
four military divisions, each division, com from Matanzas for Amsterdam.
A, &OB3>,
all other sides by Isaac Littlefield’s land.
S. Maderia, Lisbon,")
manded by a general officer of known talents
MXa
ndDry
seines
.
19th, lat. 20| Ion. 63| Eunice, of fsaco, 53
AVING lately received a general assort
GEO. WHEELWRIGHT, ? Gu“rdnian to
and experience ; these are again sub-divid days from Havre, for Turks Island.
ment of
1
S
said
Minors.
ed into 32 sections, each under the orders of
Kennebunk-Port, May 13,1826.
CHERRY ; Loaf and Brown SUGARS ;
a tried officer ; troops have been sent from
The Sloop Christopher Columbus, Robin
Old & Young “)
CONDITIONS OF SALE.
here to fill up the different posts, and no son from Harrington for Salem, with wood adapted to the present season, informs his
country, I assert presents at this moment so and lumber, sprung aleak on Friday last, friends and the public, that on account of his
One third in one year, one third in two ¡¡al
military and secure a state of defence. The about 15 leagues S. S. E. of Agamenticus, and intention to close his present line of business, years, and the remaining third in three years,
& Hyson Skin
amount of troops present in the whole Isl put into Portland on Saturday for repairs.
he must and will sell at very low prices until with annual interest—Good Notes with one Coffee, Pepper, Allspice. Ginger, Nutmegs,
and may be calculated at 25,000 men.
.October n«xty when ths remainder will be sold or more sufficient sureties wlil be required.
Cloves, Cinnamon, Sateratus, Starch, Indigo,
We have a fHgate and two brigs of war
at Public Auction.
Copperas, Alum, Box and Cask Raisins,
iu the harbor, which with the squadron at
Among his Goods recently received áre
Bar and Cake Soap ;
Cuba, compose the Spanish naval force in
Cotton and Linen Drillings, Black Circassians,
Sewing and Seine Twine, Common Lines ;
those seas.
Grummett, do. Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Oakum,
^uct,on on Scotch Derrys, Stripe Granderell,
It requires a large sum to maintain so very w
Saturday the 18th day Drab Mexican. Stripes, &c. all suitable for
Winter and Summer Strained OIL ;
large a force, and 1 am of opinion the intend
MerFs and Children’s Summer wear.
Dutch and American Linseed, do.
June next» at
ant will have to lay on heavier taxes, which
store of Wm. Gooch, Calicoes of all descriptions ;
Spirits Turpentine ;
will be very impolitic, as the people of this
Canton and Italian CRAPES ;
London White Lead, ground and dry ;
country, like all others, are not very great in Wells, a lot of Land with the house stand Drab and White Imitation Linen Cambric,
ing thereon, situated on the road leading from
Red Lead, Litherage, Verdigrease,
friends to high taxation.
Linen
Cambric,
English
Ginghams,
Weils to Kennebunk, which formerly belong
HE Portland Stage Company, have com Copal Varnish, Black and Bright, do.
Bataste
for
Gowns,
&c.
ed to Noah Hasty, deceased. Terms made
HAYTI.
menced running a STAGE from Ken Crome Yellow.
Elegant Gauze Ribbonds ;
From information derived from various known at the time and place of sale.
nebunk-Port,
to meet the Portland Stage atKeimebunk-Port, ¡May 12, 1826.
Also, Belt Ribbonds ;
NAHUM MORRILL.
Saco.
sources, Haytj is in a deplorable situation—
Burkley Cravats, Fine Jaconet Hdkfs.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Every white man is hourly in danger of los
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Mondays, Wednes
Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkfs.
Wells, May 19, 1826.
ing his head. Ought not our government to
days, and Fridays, at six A. M. and arrives at
Red
and
White
Mantles,
some
as
low
as
4s
od.
send a ship of war on that coast to protect
Saco at half past seven, and at Portland at ten
Spun Silk Gioves, for summer wear;
our enterprising merchants who are enga
A. M.
Russia Diapers, Furnitures, Suspenders,
ged in that trade ? We swallow a camel and
Leaves Portland, same day, at four P. M.
HADE FOR SALE,
Vestings, Cambiet and other Buttons,
then strain at a gnat. It seems absolutely
and arrives at Kennebunk-Port by eight P. M. TTAS just received a handsome assortment
CASKS .of Thomaston LIME of Sewing Silk and Twist, Cords, Chainetts,
ridiculous that the President ofthe U. States
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Tuesday, Thurs JOL of
Braids, Laces, Gauzes, Fans,
a superior quality.
must wait for an appropriation before he
day, and Saturday, by half past eleven for
Artificial Flowers, &c. &c.
—ALSO—
can send a sloop of war to protect our Com
Kennebunk, and will return the same day.
merce in any quarter of the world-—It is not
The above line will be furnished with supe which he offers for sale on the most reasona
ble terms for cash. Viz.
so with “ Mam Britain.”
Bost. Gaz.
rior Horses and Carriages for the accommoda
Bed Tickings, at the low price of 20 cts. per tion of Travellers.
Black, Blub and Mixed Broad Cloths ;
at the moderate price of $5 per barrel.
yard.
Valencia, Marseilles and Silk Vestings ;
. Mr. Gallatin, is appointed Minister to Brit
E. PAINE, Agent.
Cotton Yarns, No. 8, at 23 cts. per lb other
Black Levantine Sinchaws ;
ain. We do not like that a foreigner by
FARE.
No’s in proportion.
Black, Plaid, Striped and Green Sarsnetts ;
birth, however respectable; should appear as
From Kennebunk-Port to Saco,
SQ 50
Shaded and fig’d Silks, Crape Dresses,
the Representative of cur Nation at a For
OR sale by the subscriber, an ORGAN Fine Bleached Shirtings aed Sheetings,
From Saco to Portland,
0 75
eign Court. There is native talent enough ;
Black and colr’d Canton and French Crapes?
containing two stops—the largest pipes Brown, do. Satinetts, &c. &c.
Books kept at Oliver Walker’s, Kenne Coloured Prest Crapes,
but if the Opposition, from envy, jealousy or
A-lso, Morocco, and Denmark Satin SHOES.
four feet. Price sixty-three dollars.
bunk-Port.—J. Cleaves’, Saco, & at Thom Black and colr’d Crape Shawls,
party spirit denounce it, they narrow the
JOSHUA FURBISH.
as S. Bowles’ Portland.
President’s range of selection. We presume
Gauze Veils and Hdkfs.
Wells, May 13, 1826.
the present Secretary of Legation is to be
May 6.
Young Hyson, T
_
W hite Lace for Veils,
continued.
—
° Bost. Pal.
Hyson Skin,
Fancy and black Silk Hdkfs.
The Small Pox has made its appearance
HpHE members of the Congregational par- Flag and Bandanna do. Valencia Scarfs,
and Souchong j
among the Choctaw Indians, and has carried
JL ish in Kennebunk, are hereby notified Elegant patterns light and dark English and
ARRANTED
Cast
Steel,
with
rivetted
off great numbers. It was introduced into
to bring in to the subscribers, Assessors of said
American PRINTS ;
Eyes,
for
sale
by
that nation from New Orleans.
parish, on or before the first day of June next, Mourning Calicoes, Muslin Robes,
I. JEFFERDS.
lists
of
their
polls
and
estates
rateable
in
said
Batiste Gingham,
Kennebunk-Port, May 20.
NEW POST OFFICE.
AmXnld I 61W- Ma“ga& I WXNSS. parish, which they were possessed of on the Plain, figr’d and Cambric Muslins,
A Post office has been established at Ogunfirst instant; in order that the Taxes may be White, Imitation and color’d Cambricks,
quit, in the town of Wells, William Ba^lett,
proportioned equitably and agreeably to Law. White and black Cotton Lace, Irish Linen,
Loaf and Brown SUGARS ; Spices;
Esq. P. M. Persons wishing to send letters
Fine Salt, Rice, Flour, &c. With his former Those who do not hand in their lists will be
RAVELLING through the State will at stock comprises almost every article that is doomed by the Assessors, and will not be en Imitation Cambrick Hdkfs.
to the Southern and Western part of that
Ladies black lind white, Kid and Silk Gloves,
town are requested to direct to “ Ogunouit
tend to any business entrusted to his wanted.
titled to any abatements, whether over taxed Gentlemen’s black Horse Skin do.
Post Office.”
5 4 *
care ; such as the adjustment or collectionMay 13.
or not.
A variety Cords, Gimps, Braids,
of accounts : PURCHASE or SALE OF
DANIEL SEWALL,
Galloons and Ribbonds, Russian Diaper,
LANDS;
examination
of
records
as
to
the
JOSEPH THOMAS,
HXMESîEAÏi
Brown and Bleached Shirtings and Sheetings,
validity of titles ; recording of deeds in any
ENOCH HARDY,
Tickings, Ginghams, Checks and Stripes,
counties ofthe State and business generally.
Kennebunk, May 11,1826.
Striped Jean, Warp Yarn ;
' J/^Farmers in York County emigrating
Ladies Morocco, Kid and Satin Shoes,
East, and wishing correct information of any
Straw Bonnets,
parcel of land can obtain it. Applications
Children
’s open Work, do.&c. &c.
made previous to loth June, personally or
AS just received and now opening an ex
—LIKEWISE—
by letter (free of postage) to ATWOOD,
erds grass, clover and red
tensive assortment of
A good assortment of
CRAM, & Co. Exchange street ; WM. B.
TCP-For Sale by
MARRIED—In Berwick, Mr. Leonard SEWALL, Esq. Cumberland Bank Building,
Woods to Miss Adeline Emery.,
Portland, or to B PALMER, Esq. P. M. which he will sell at unusual low prices.
Kennebunk-Port, May 13, 1826.
In Portland, oh Wednesday 10th inst, by Kennebunk, will be attended to.
AMONG WHICH ARE
Rev. Dr. Nichols, Amos Nichols. Esq. Sec
Portland, May 20.
^Leghorn Bonnets and Gypsies, and fashionaretary of State, to Miss Augusta Seymour* *11" "" " 1 Mil’ll.. a-^^g'T«!gas^ga8S8«S
ble Fancy Goods of new and elegant
Mellen, daughter of the Hon. Chief Justice^
S many persons cave been in the habit of
patterns, particularly,
Mellen.
crossing the land of the subscriber, tread Among which are Common and Green SPEC
Rich Silk Dresses, and Plain and Shaded,
On Thursday evening, Mr. Daniel C.
TACLES.
ing down the grass and taking down the fences,
Johnson to Miss Abigail Thorn, both of Port ^OTHEREAS NANCY, my wife, has left Silks, and Fig’d Shaded Silks, a variety of
Also, a quantity of
much to his injury—He therefore tabes this
▼ <
my bed and board without any prov patterns.
land.
In Royalston, Deacon Ammi Faulkner, ocation on my part, and has taken a child with5
His present stock now comprises a large method to forbid all persons crossing his land
aged 64, to Mrs. Elizabeth Brewer, aged 76 fer, I therefore forbid any, ,persons _______
haboring
o land good assortment adapted to the season in future, as he is determined to prosecute
Wells, May it, 1826.
years.
>r trusting them on my account, as I shall ,and the calls of the community. He respect every offence of that kind after this date with
In thi$ town, on Thursday evening last, by 3ay no debts of their contracting after this fully invites purchasers to call and see for out respect to persons.
A good assortment of Justice
Geo. W. Came, Esq. Mr. Ivory Chapman, to iate.
DIMOND STEVENS.
¡themselves.
WILLIAM DURRELL.
Miss Abigail Brown.
/
Kennebunk, May 16,1826.
Kenqebunk-Port, May 11, 1826.
Kennebunk-Port, May 10, 1826.
! Blanks for sale at thisOffice.

Eng. Prendi, Italian,
India Domestick

GOODS. .

Factory Goods.

WOOD.
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Hard Ware.

J
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New Goods.
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New Goods—Cheap.
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'OM EUROPE. |
night we received ;
Warnock, from Gre
rth of March, inclusi
ccounts to the 25th.
ting article which
it ion of the statele
Vellingtoii had acco
f his embassy to StJ ;
nperor Nicholas, ®| ;
dews of Great Brìi«
d Prussia, resolved' I
otectiwg the Greeks !
'hese five powers are :
jry declaration io I
t he must withdraw i
and renounce all pj
■igoty of the country/
Y Times ofFrii^

Roads"; and the latter retreated a- consider
able distance down the river nearly opposite
this place. The Buenos Ayreans have sent
two challenges, neither of which was ac
cepted. I expect there will be something
decisive in a few days, and have no doubt ii
will be in favor of the Patriots. There are
a great many vessels here, bound to Buenos
Ayres, and much merchandise of all kinds
on hand.
— ■
Extract of a letter from Monte Video, Feb.
27, received in this city, via Rio Janeiro and
Salem “ The Brazilian squadron, in the
late action with that of B. Ayres, lost be
tween 50 and 60 men, and one of their ships,
was partly dismasted.—Two of the Brazil
ian ships which alone fought Brown, have
been for a fortnight, repairing. Since the
engagement, Brown has purchased a 32-gun
ship, and three brigs. All his officers are
broke—Had.thev acted like men the whole
of the Brazilian fleet would have been taken.
We expect that a second battle has been
fought, as a part'of the squadron, of the lat
ter are anchored off.
<
“ A few mornings since I had the satisfac
tion of seeing a land engagement. There is
a mount here, fr. which the place derives its
name, which, beifig considered secure, was
made a place of deposit for all cattle and hors
es, in case of a siege. The B. A. troops, ear
ly in the morning, took all the cattle, and
killed 60 of the enemy, who immediately re
tired to their fort. A flag of truce came in
fr. the country, and stated that if the city was
not surrendered in three days, they would
blow it up; which time expires to-morrow.”
¡[Previous dates were to Feb. 19.]—Bob. Pal.
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A PERSON

T

New Goods.

H

Notice

Grass Seed.

New Goods,

B

Groceries.
Crockery and Hard
Notice to Trespassers. Ware,

A

Flour, and Pork.

H

THE WREATH.

J

IZoheii Tea

Spring Goods.

New Books, ^c.

PROBATE WOTïass.

. It a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk i
jarses i remxch
within and for the county of York, on ¡L i
FTVHE Subscriber has for sale
eighth of May, in the year of our
iimWw JL old fashioned Bohea 1EA. HAS just received and offers for sale on
eighteen hundred and twenty six. '■
liberal terms a general assortment of
VOL. XVI
M
M
ALSO
—
Souchong
and
YoungHyAVE just received and offer for sale a
the petition of Joseph Downs, adminLSMbson
TEA
of
the
best
quality.
1
new supply of
'
VF
istrator of the estate of Isaac Downs'
b. PALMER.
....AMONG WHICH ARE....
I late of Lyman, in said county, Joiner, deceas" I ***
May 6.
,
Cuming’s, Morse’s, Worcester’s and <ed, representing, that the . personal estate oi"
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
on the most reasonable terms for cash. Viz. Adam’s Geographies, with or without said,
<
which he owed at the time of his death"
Atlasses.—Walker’s, Johnson’s and Perry’s debts
<
Bioad Cloths; black, blue, mixed, olive and
Dictionaries.—Watch’s, Welch’s,Pike s, by
' the sum of two hundred and twenty dol
drab Cassimeres ;
jam
Plain and Ribbed, black, blue, mixed and drab. Y
, ork ss. Ma court of Probate Mden at Adam’s Bezout’s Stamford’s, American, lars ; and praying fpr a license to sell an(i
OPPOSITE
^THE MURDERED TRAVELLER.
convey
so
much
of
the
real
estate
of
said
A variety of Valencia Vestings ; also Silk and
York in said County, on the 15th day of April, Colburn’s and Temple’s Arithmeticks.—
Columbian, Webster’s Cumming’s Pike’s ceased as may be necessary for the paymentv seB!S^s
BY BRYANT.
Marseilles do^
When Spring to woods and wastes around,
Elegant patterns light and dark, English and
Ordered, that from and after the first and Picket’s Spelling Books.—Murray’s said debts and incidental charges.
Brought bloom and joy again ;
ORDERED, That-the petitioner give no.
American Prints ;
day of July next, the Courts of probate large, do. small, Ingersoll’s, do. abridge
The murdered traveller’s bones were found, Rich Mourning Calicoes ;
for this county be holden at the following pla ment, Fisk’s Murray, and Alger’s Murray’s tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
Far down a narrow glen.
Grammar s.—School Bibles ; Pronouncing to all persons interested in said estate, by caus<
Plain and figr d India, Swiss, Leno, Lace, and ces and times, to wit.
0
.
and common, large and small size 1 esta~ ing a copy of this order to be published inthe
Cambric
Muslins
At
Alfred,
on
the
first
Tuesday
m
January.
The fragrant birch, above him, hung
White and colr’d Cambrics ;
At Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday in Febru. ments ; Pronouncing and common, En Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk
Her tassels in the sky ;
4-4 and 5-4 Irish Linen,, and Linen Sheeting ; ary, and on the first Tuesday in March. At glish Readers ; Pronouncing Introduction , in said County, three weeks successively,^
And many a vernal blossom sprung,
4-4 Long Lawn;
York, on the third' Tuesday m April. At American Reader,; Christian Orator, A- they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
And nodded, careless, by.
hemt»
White Bobinett Lace, 4-4 and 6-4 for Vails; Kennebunk, on the second Tuesday in May- merican Preceptor ; Columbian Orator ; at Limerick, in said county, on the second whenthe
—o hirn
The red bird warbled, as he wrought
Black and white Silk, do.
At Limeiick, on the first Tuesday in June. Scott’s Lessons; Blair’s Rhetorick, various Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the I hegave
His hanging nest o’erhead,
Thread, Bobinett, & Cotton Laces ; black Le At Berwick, on the fourth Tuesday in June. editions; Whelpley’s Compend, improved forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,,
lecture on* J
And fearless near the fatal spot,
At Kennebunk, on the the third Tuesday in editions; Murray’s Sequel; English Teach why the prayer of said petition should not be
vantine ;
this unhappy
Her young the partridge led.
Black, White, Blue, Plaid & Green Sarsnetts ; Tvly. At York, on the second Tuesday in er ; Turner’s Book Keeping ; Natural Phi granted.
.ithesurgeor
losophy. Blair’s do. ; Grammar of Chemis
JONAS
CLARK,
fudge
of
said
Court.
Elegant
Shaded
and
figr
’
d
Silks
;
August.
At
Alfred,
on
the
first
Tuesday
m
But there was weeping far away,
found him
Copy—Attest,
Black & colr’d Nankin, Canton, and French September. At Limerick, on the first Tues try ; Mason on Self Knowledge; Murrays
And gentle eyes, for him,
C,f proper
English
Exercises,
(Alger
’
s)
common,
do.
;
GEO.
THACHER,
Reg
’
r.
Ci apes ;
With watching many an anxious day,
day in October. At Kennebunk, on the
his speech*
Key
to
do.
;
Agricultural
Reader
;
Watt
s
May
13.
Black and colr’d Prest do ;
Grew sorrowful and dim.
third Monday in October. At York, on the
fhe surge®
Logic
;
Gibson
’
s
and
Flint
’
s
(improved
ediWhite & Green Gauze Vails ; Gauze Hdkt s. first Tuesday in November. At Kennebunk,
suffering* and
They little knew, who loved him so,
tion)
Surveying
;
Walker
’
s
Dictionary,
8vo
;
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,^. I
A handsome assortment Valencia Scarfs
on the first Tuesday in December.
The fearful death he met,
Kelly’s Instructor ; Childs’ Assistant ;
Imitation Cambric ; Linen Cambric Hdkf s.
in andfor the County of York, cn the eighth' i gc-juang^'b JONAS CLARK.
When shouting o’er the desert snow,
Cumming
’
s
Questions
;
McDowell
s
do.
,
Ladies Superior Black Horse Skin Gloves ;
3m.
of May in the year of our Lord eighteen* r his arms wer
May 6Unarmed and hard beset.
Lincoln’s scripture do.; N. Y. Primer;
hundred and twenty-six.
Gentlemen’s do.; low priced Kid do:
this mutfiatic
Pope’s Essay ; Copy Slips, Scg. &c.
Black Silk, Flag, and Bandanna Hdkf’s.
VORY T. HOVEY, Executor of the last [ covered, and
Nor how, when round the frosty pole
Together with an extensive assortment of
Trimming
Tapes
;
Spool
Cotton.
will
and
testament
of
I
vory
H
ovey
,
late
The northern dawn was red,
hy his own d'
Miscellaneous and Theological Books of al
A great variety of Cords, Gimps, Braids,. Gal
The mountain wolf and wild cat stole
of South Berwick, in said county, deceased •„ cartWJeai
most
every
description.
having presented his second account of admin" said he intel
To banquet on the dead.
loons &c.
rpHE inhabitants of the town of KenneElegant Gauze and Feather’d Garnitures;
istration of the estate of said deceased for al* beggingJL bunk, and all other persons liable to
Nor how, when strangers found his bones,
7-4 and 8-4 Damask Table Linen ;
_
lowance.
His situati
pay taxes in said town, are hereby notified to Gold PAPER ; Morocco do ;
They dress’d the hasty bier,
ORDERED, That the said Ivory T Hoy. hyawood, i
And marked his grave with nameless stones, Russian & Birds Eyed Diaper; Pms, Needles, bring in to the subscribers, Assessors of said Fancy coloured do.; Rice do;
ey give notice to all persons interested, by cited compa
Threads, Tapes, &c. &c.
town, true and perfect lists of their real, and Blue, tea, and green, do.;
Unmoistened by a tear.
causing a copy of this order to be published his youth he
personal estate, and income (not exempted English Drawing do. (various sizes;)
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk now passed
But long they looked, and feared, and Wept,
from taxation) of every description which they Gilt edged Letter do. ; Quarto Post do.
Brown and Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings, were possessed of on the first instant, at the
Gazette,, printed at Kennebunk, that they may limbs by a c
Writhin his distant home :
Ruled
do.
And dreamed, and started as they slept,.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Lip),
very low priced ;
A drover
Assessors office or at the house of either of White, brown and black Bonnet Boards.
For joy that he was come.
Tickings, Ginghams, Checks and Stripes ;
the Assessors in said; town, within thirty days Indelible Ink; India, do.; common Wri erick, in said county, on the second Tuesday I. hehadbeen
of June next, at ten of the clock in the fore- L the r«bb
Striped Jean ; Warp Yarns ;
So long they looked—but never spied
ting do.
NATH’L JEFFERDS,
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why i by compass;
4-4 and 6-4 Oil cloth ;
. frOmdateHis welcome step again,
Black and red Sealing Wax.
the same should not be allowed.
* | »¿AlasI”sa:
Ladies Morocco, Leather, and Denmark Satin
JOSEPH HATCH,
Nor knew the fearful death he died
Wafers and Wafer Boxes ;
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
_youseel
Shoes ;
JERE. LORD.
Far down that narrow glen.
Black lead Crayons ; Elastic Gum.
he* had
cone
Copy—Attest,
4—
'
Gentlemen’s Pumps ;
.
Kennebunk, May 3, 1826.
Black
lead
Pencils,
different
qualities
and
Gilt and Mahogany Framed Looking Glasses,
preserved b
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
N.
B*
Those
who
do
not
conform
to
the
prices.
DIGGING POTATOES.
of heaven,I
very handsome.
May 13.
above notice, must not expect any abatements. Quills from 6 to 50 cts, per bunch.
A soldier on furlough, and just convalescent,*
Together with a complete assortment of
my pouch. ’
Reeves
’
Water
Colors.
Sought a job to supply him with cash for tne
The
dro0
NOTICE
is
hereby
given
to
the
heirs
of
Thejy
Groceries,
Crockery,
Hard
and
Camel’s Hair Pencils.
present;
_ . the
_______
__ _Paul Chadbourn,,late
- J stooped to
estate
of
Ass Skin Memorandums ; common, do.
And promised a farmer t© dig up a patch
Hollow Ware.
of Waterborough, in the county of York, yeo* ning.he
Of potatoes, with faithfulnes, care and des
^RESPECTFULLY gives Notice to the Sind Boxes; Pencil Cases; InkStands.
man deceased, and all others concerned—That caused hm
Red
and
black
Ink-powder
;
Pocket
Books.
....ALSO....
patch.
fcw inhabitants of Kennebunk audits vi
Paul Chadbourn and Nathan Chadbourn, have
the arm ot
Wallets
;
Blank
and
Playing
Cards.
A bottle of whiskey his spirits to stir,
cinity, that he has taken the store formerly
presented to me the subscriber, Judge of the aRdhls W
Gennessee
Was given to Bob, as a sort of a spur ;
Pocket
Combs
;
dress,
do.
occupied by Eben’r Curtis, near the bridge,
Court of Probate, within and for said county,! arrested th1
Which bottle with many a copious pull,
April i^.
the robbei
where he is now opening and. intends keep Gold Breast Pins ; Beads ; Snuff Boxes.
an instrument purporting to be the last will
He emptied and left the potatoe-hills full.
Steel
Purses
;
Tooth
Brushes.
ing constantly for sale, at the lowest Cash
which hav
and
testament
of
said
Paul
Chadbourn
deceas-1
While he with some difficulty held by a ■
Court Plaster; Patterns,
the next t
d rices
ed,
and
that
the
second
Tuesday
of
June
next
stump,
Shaving Brushes and Boxes ; do. Soap.
brought lr
Saluting it oft\vith a staggering thump.
»
English, American and W. I Superior English Slates ; Toy do.
is assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a
On sear
Some hours had elaps’d; his employer re
Probate
Court
then
to
be
held
at
Limerick
in
.
Slate Pencils ; Black Sand.
Goods and Groceries,
turn’d
}
said county, when and .where they may be
.
1
Toy
Bibles
;;
do.
Watches
;
Marbles.
And said while his bosom indignantly burn a,
OF THE FIRST QUALITY.
present and shew cause, if any they have,
C1OU w •
In the old Phoanix Buildings over the Post
the magis
“ You insolent rascal! you slave of the jug !
3ferchants
Account
Books,
Among his articles received are
why the same should not be proved, approv
Not a single potatoe, you sot have you dug !”
Office..... KENNEB UNK.
Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Cotton and Silk and BLANK BOOKS of various kinds; ed and allowed as the last will and testament j gr.ard fo
“ Potatoes !” says Bob, with a stammering
been seize
ESPECTFULLY informs his friends,
Hdkf’s.
Ciphering Books , Writing do. Writing and of said deceased.
hour aftei
tongue,
and
the
public
generally,
that
he
has
Sewing
Silk,
Twist,
Cotton
Thread,
Given
under
my
hand
at
Kennebunk,
this
Letter
Paper
various
in
quality
and
price
—
“ If you want your potatoes
fetch em abeen attei
just
returned
from
New-York,
where
he
has
Shirtings,
Sheeting,
Ginghams,
Satinetts,
twenty
third
dav
of
January,
in
the
year
of
jby the ream or otherwise.
long.”
The gn
obtained the latest Fashions, and Systems Bleached Shirting», Bedtickings,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
—ALSO—
behind <
used in the art of Cutting, whereby he is en Cotton Yarns of a superior quality.
JONAS CLARK.
....A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF....
blown, th
abled to cut garments out of less cloth than
—ALSO—
May 13.
shrill an
generally uSed, and for elegance of fit can Cognac and French BRANDY ;
Room Papers and Borders.
’
ARFOF LIVING HAPPILY.
heard fro
not
be
surpassed
in
this
State.
St.
Croix
RUM
of
a
superior
quality
;
Some
of
which
are
elegant
patterns,
and
The following maxims, or rules of action,
same insi
will
be
sold
at
reduced
prices.
N.
Erig.
do.
do.
do.
For
the
information
of
his
friends
and
cus

might, if strictly observed, go far to increase
clump ol
Holland
and
American
GIN
;
tomers
he
begs
leave
to
insert
the
following
—LIKEWISE—
the happiness, or at least to diminish the in
The sob
^Madeira
and
other
WINES
;
quietudes and miseries of life:—
certificate.
The busl
ORD & KINGSBURY have for sales
A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF
Box
and
Cask
RAISINS
;
Observe inviolably, truth in your words,
I, J. Noble, now of New-York, teacher
large assortment of American Calicoes 1 discover»
Loaf,
Havana,
and
New-Orleans
SUGARS;
and integrity in your actions.
of my art of cutting to fit the human frame,
three yrn
some very handsome patterns
Accustom yourself to temperance, and tbe do hereby certify and declare that I have Hyson and Souchong 1 EAS ;
kept for
—ALSO—
From
the
manufactory
of
Messrs.
It
8c
M.
master of your passions.
taught James L. Ross my art of cutting all Rice, Chocolate, Candles, Figs,
scarce t’
A
quantity
of
COTTON
CARDS.
Varney,
and
warranted
of
a
su

Be not too much out of humor with the kinds ©f garments, and the aforesaid James Lemons 8c Oranges, Pepper & Allspice, &c.
the robt
perior
quality/
April
20.
wbrld ; but remember it is a world of God’s L. Ross has given me full satisfaction as to COTTON of a superior quality.
deposed
Kennebunk, May 6.1826.
creating ; and however sadly it is marred by | his proficiency in the aforesaid art of cutting, 1 Case of Knapt HATS.
years in
wickedness and folly yet you have found in it and as such I recommend him to all.
A. C. SMITH, would observe that his ar
force i
more domforts than calamities, more civili
JOHN NOBLE.
ticles are generally of the first quality, which
that dea
ties than affronts ; more instances of kindness
he will exchange for Cash or most kinds of
April 1st, 182-6.
to the c
towards you than of cruelty.
hakers wooden WAREof vari
TJRIG SAB AT, about 4 years
the old
Furthermore I have made arrangements Country Produce, at the lowest cash prices ;
Try to spend your time usefully, both to
ous
kinds
constantly
for;
sale
by
the
sub

JL> old, built of white Oak, aday, am
with Mr. Ross,to supply him with Fashions and as it is his intention to sell principally for
yourself and others.
scriber.—Such as
bout 95 tons ; has an entire new
three h
Never make an enemy, or lose a friend un and Systems every three months, or as often ready pay, he is determined to sell at a small
Woollen and Linen Wheels,
On t
suit of sails, is new sheathed, ev
as they arrive from London, and are approv profit.
necessarily.
Dry Measures, Tubs, Churns, Noggins, j
Cultivate such an habitual cheerfulness or ed of in New-York.
Kennebunk, April 22, 1826.
cant wi
ery way in good repair for a voyage ; would
Pails, Baskets, Selves, Brooms, Brushes,
mind, and evenness of temper, as not to be
cution<
JOHN NOBLE.
be sold at a very low price. Apply to
Boxes, Chaise and Sleigh Whips,
ruffled by trivial inconveniences and crosses.
mained
SAMUEL
CURTIS.
J. L. ROSS, returns his sincere thanks to
Wheaton's Itch Ointment.
Linen
Thread,
&c.
&c.
'
rTW
Be ready to heal breaches in friendship,
strokes
Wells, April 20, 1826.
his
customers
for
the
liberal
encouragement
B.
PALMER.
and to make up differences, and shun litiga
graced
37 1-2
tion yourself as much as possible ; for he is afforded him in his business, and solicits a
April 22.
near fi'
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT
an ill calculator who does not perceive that continuance of the same. All orders com
burntt
MENT, which has stood the test
one amicable settlement is better than two mitted to his. charge will be executed with
~REM0VAL.
of heai
AS taken the store formerly occupied by
against
all
0
her
ointment,
the
price
of
care,
and
with
as
much
punctuality
as
the
lawsuits.
Wm. Bartlett, near the Apothecary’s
which lias been reduced from 50 to 37.!
Be it rather your ambition to acquit your nature of his business will admit.
shop, where he offers for sale
JAMES L. ROSS.
self well in your proper station than to rise
THE
cents.
DAMEi Xi. HATCH,
above it.
Inti
Kennebunk, April 21, 1826.
...ALSO...
AS removed to Kelley’s Brick Store,op.'
Despise not small honest gains, and do not
longin'
posite the Meeting House, formerly
Dr. Davenport's Billions Pills.
risk what you have on the delusive prospect
occupied by Maj. Barnabas Palmer, where hequart«
:
NOTICE.
For the time these Pills have been offered
of sudden riches. If you are in a comfortable
ken uj
has for sale a general assortment of
REENOUGH & BODWELL would to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
thriving way, keep in it, and abide your own
a coin
remind those whose accounts have been the most sanguine expectations of the pro
calling rather than run the chance of anoth
The (
Which he will dispose of on very reasonable English, W. India and
more than twelve months standing, that it prietor,
is
er. In a word, mind u to use the world as
which may be fairly considered an terms, for cash or country produce.
that ti
not abusing it,” and probably you will find as much longer than the usual time of credit, and acknowledgement of their many virtues.
regim
WANTED, a few tons of RAGS, for which
much comfort in it as is most fit for a frail they are requested Io pay them by the first of
They are very justly esteemed for their a fair price will be given.
a mos
on the most favorable terms.
being who is merely journeying through it July next.
May 6.
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
on wl
Kennebunk, April aS, 1826.
May 6.
toward an immortal abode.
cases where one is necessary—they are a safe,
being
and sovereign remedy in all billions fevers,
these
CURIOUS INSCRIPTION.
ecutii
Over the door of a house at Hurley, Berk AGENT forthe New England Crown pains in the head, stomach and bowels, indi.
gestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
It i
shire, is the following intelligence :—“ T. B.
OS.
G.
MOODY
offers
for
sale
a
new
I
Glass Manufactory, in Boston.
ND a fair price
be paid by the sub
and billions cholic—they are likewise an an
sever
draws all sorts of teeth, shaves on Saturday,
assortment
of
GROCERIES,
HsW
J
OFFERS FOR SALE,
scriber for one Hundred bushels good
tidote against infectious diseases, removing
greea
likewise plays the violin, measures land, also
Hoes, Ames’ plain and back strappea w I pecte
WINDOW GLASS of all sizes, of first obstructions of every kind by dissolving and country CORN. A general assortment of
shoes and boots maker.”
ranted
SHOVELS.
Likewise,
ladies
c°T
thickness and first quality ; he will furnish discharging the morbid matter, helping di GOODS for »ale as usual, for which all
Were
Glass at the lowest manufactory prices and on gestion, restoring a lost appetiter—a sure re kinds oi country Produce will be taken in ored and black Satin SHOES, stiapp »
given
When to leave off Drinking—When the same terras, free of expense to the pur lief for costive habits. They are so accommo payment.
Slippers and walking Shoes of J. &
B. PALMER.
the h
you feel particularly desirous of hav chaser'. The Glass Manufactured by this dated to all seasons and hours, that they may N. B.—-S. 3P. again reminds those who ney’s manufacture warranted of first qua )’
priva
all
of
which
will
be
sold
cheap
for
CASH.
ing another glass, leave off; you have Company is of the greatest reput^, and has be taken in summer or winter, at any time of owe him that their dues must be paid.
whet
April 22.
leave
April 22.
the day, without regard to diet or hindrance
had enough—When you look at a dis given universal satisfaction.
fast
Purchasers are invited to call and examine of business. Their operation is so gentle and
tant object, and appear to see two, quality
his si
and prices.—Glass of any size furnish effectual, that by experience they are found
leave off; you have had too much. ed at short notice.
his n
to excel any other physic heretofore offer
When you knock over your glass, spill April 22^
Oi
ed to the public.
. A GENERAL assort«^*
he m
your wine upon the table^ or are unaThe genuine are coveted with a check
Meaders best Knaptand *
deat
plate, with the design of the Good Samari
to recollect the words of a song you
/ Hats, constantly for sale by
a me
L
LORD
&
KINGSBURG
tan, and the agents name thereon.
have t.een in the habit of singing for
/fy TOTAS just received a large supdie I
ALSO,
H
April
15.
JOL
ply
of
the
above
mentioned
the last do^en years, leave the compa
The
^|||T|F
articles,
which
he
will
sell
at
reWheaton's
Jaundice
Bitters,
of NEW LIME-'for
no n
ny; you ar£ getting troublesome— g&Wp WF CASKS
sale at Goff’s Mill Tannery (so
jggpl duced prices for Cash or credit.
The Baptist Magazine
el st
Davenports Celebrated Eye Water.
When you nod in the chair, fall over called) near Kennebunk Landing.
ery:
"FNOR March and April, is rec<Mve .
A fresh supply of the above is kept i« Ken
.ALSO,
by
Packet,
the the hearth rug GT lurch on your
JU
ready for delivery to subscribers .
the
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N.
150 Bottles of Lemon Syrup, K. Re M ie h’s Book Store.
neighbor’s shoulder go to bed, you are WANTED,
shot
Morrill—in Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by
_____
fort
of prime quality, warranted pure, at a low
the
Druggist
in
Portland
and
Boston,
and
drunk,—Economist.
Any quantity of Oak and Hemlock BARK,
A
good
assortment
of
Justi*
pea
price.
by
some
persons
in
the
principal
towns
from
Though want is the scorn of everyNyealthy for which Cash will at all times be given.
Baker’s No. i CHOCOLATE, fresh.
beei
Maine to Georgia.
D. W. LORD, & Co.
Blanks for sale at thisOffice.
fool, an innocent poverty is yet preferable to
April 29.«
Oct. 1, 1825.
eowry •
Kennebunk*
port,
April
22,1826.
all; the guilty affluence the worl&can offer,

LI

Lord & kingsddrn,

H

,

SCHOOL. BOOKS,

Fresh Hoods,

PROBATE NOTICE.

:

O

I

Assessors’ Notice

Stationary.

Domestic.

Abel C. Smith,,

Flour.

thunes L. Ros»,
R

American Calicoes.

Ladies’ Morocco Shoes

L

Shaker’s Ware

For Sale.

S

W

H

English, American, and
West India

H

G

“"JOHN LILLIE?“

New (roods*

CASH

A

J

Medicines, Paints, ^c.

£

hatsE
ljL

